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Ad blocking in the Nordics
The current use of ad blocking
in the Nordics brings both good
and bad news to the media industry. In Denmark, ad blocking
is on the decline, but in the rest
of the Nordics ad blocking is still
very much a problem, showing
a slight increase in Sweden and
substantial growth in Norway.
Ad blocking keeps challenging the media industry in the Nordics.
Across the four major markets in the Nordic region; Denmark,
Sweden, Norway and Finland, we have detected that 17% of all
sessions on desktops are blocking ads. Fortunately, it is more
encouraging to the publishers when looking at the mobile as
only 2% of the sessions on mobiles are blocking ads.

When digging a little deeper, we see that ad blocking is primarily
used on private desktops – 33% are blocking ads on desktops
used for private matters, while 24% are blocking ads on desktops used for school or work. The opposite is true for tablets and
mobiles, where ad blocking is primarily used on devices used for
school or work.

When looking at the individual countries, we see that the number
of sessions blocked is significantly lower in Denmark compared
to the rest of the Nordics. In Denmark, 12% of the sessions on
desktops are blocking ads, while it shows 17% in Finland and
19% in Sweden and Norway. When comparing these numbers to
Q1 2016, we see that ad blocking on desktops has decreased by
2 percentage points (pp) in Denmark, while it has increased by
1 pp in Sweden, 2 pp in Finland and as many as 4 pp in Norway.
This development is good news for the publishers in Denmark,
but of course unpleasant news for the media industry in the rest
of the Nordics.

We can also see some clear tendencies in the use of ad blocking
in different demographic groups. Firstly, a far greater number of
men compared to women are blocking ads. Among the male part
of the Nordic population, 43% use ad blocking, while just 28% of
the women in the Nordics are blocking ads. Only in Sweden we
see that women use ad blocking at the same level as men – 37%
of Swedish women are blocking ads. Secondly, the use of ad
blocking is much more widespread among the younger part of
the Nordic population. In the age group of 15-25, 56% are blocking ads, while 32% of those aged between 36-45 and 20% aged
56 or above use ad blocking. Again, Sweden stands out as the
country that challenges this tendency most, as those in the age
group of 36-55 are blocking ads to a higher extent than those
aged between 26-35 in the other Nordic countries.

In addition to our detected use of ad blocking, we have also
asked the respondents about whether they are blocking ads.
When looking at these numbers compared to what we have detected, we see that a far larger proportion of the Nordic internet
population claim to use ad blocking.
Across the Nordics, 36% inform us that they are blocking ads.
This level of ad blocking is particularly driven by wide usage of
ad blocking in Sweden. In Denmark, 29% are blocking ads, while
this is the case with 30% in Finland and 34% in Norway. For
comparison, as many as 43% use ad blocking in Sweden. This
means that the use of ad blocking in Sweden is now approaching
the level of ad blocking in UK and US. In UK and US, 47% and 52%
are blocking ads respectively.
When looking at different devices, it becomes clear that ad
blocking is very much a desktop phenomenon. Among the Nordic
internet population, 35% use ad blocking on their desktops,
while 14% and 12% are blocking ads on their tablet and mobile
respectively.
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Even though the level of ad blocking might not be encouraging to
all Nordic countries, we see that a large proportion of ad blockers
have whitelisted selected websites where the ad blocker is not
active and the ads on the websites are thus not being removed.
Among the Nordic ad blockers, 38% have whitelisted websites.
More importantly, we can also see why the Nordic ad blockers
are whitelisting websites. 62% explain they are whitelisting because the content on the website is blocked when the ad blocker
is active, which is the main reason for whitelisting. But there are
also other underlying causes of whitelisting websites. Among the
Nordic ad blockers, 35% whitelist because they want to support
the website with ad revenue, while 27% whitelist because the
ads on the website don’t disturb the user experience.
On the following pages, you can gain some additional insights
into the use of ad blocking in the Nordics. Enjoy!

Ad blocking

Ad blocking in the Nordics
Ad blocking has become a widespread phenomenon in
the Nordics. Across the four major markets in the Nordic
region; Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland, more
than a third of the internet population say that they use
ad blocking. More specifically, 36% claim that they are
blocking ads, while 51% say that they don’t and 14%
don’t know.
This level of ad blocking is particularly driven by wide
usage of ad blocking in Sweden as you can see below.
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36% say that they are blocking ads

However, even though this level might seem frightening to
the Nordic publishers the level is far below what we see in
UK and US. In one of our previous studies on ad blocking
in UK and US, we saw that 47% of the internet population
in UK and a staggering 52% of the internet population in
US claim that they use ad blocking.
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In Denmark, 29% inform that they are blocking ads, while
this is the case with 30% in Finland and 34% in Norway.
For comparison, as many as 43% of the Swedish population inform that they are blocking ads.
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When looking at the level of ad blocking in the individual
countries, we see that Sweden stands out from the rest
of the Nordics. Compared to both Denmark, Norway and
Finland many more among the Swedish internet population claim that they use ad blocking.

Don’t know

The particularly great use of ad blocking in Sweden is
driven by far more women and far more in the older age
groups blocking ads compared to the rest of the Nordics.
In the following pages, we will dig deeper into the use
of ad blocking across demographics in the individual
countries.

Answered vs actual use of ad blocking

Answered vs actual use of ad blocking in the Nordics
Answered use of ad blocking

Actual use of ad blocking
Answered vs actual use of ad blocking

Answered ad blocking is related to the respondents’ answers on
whether they use ad blocking, while actual ad blocking is related
to the sessions, where we have detected a use of ad blocking. This
14% 35%

17%

means that answered ad blocking represents the number of people
having an ad blocker, while actual blocking represents the number
51%

of sessions being blocked by an ad blocker. The discrepancy

83%

between answered ad blocking and actual ad blocking can be
explained by the differences in metrics. An individual who uses an
16% 12%

ad blocker will most likely not use it every time he visits a website
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as he most likely will not use an ad blocker on all devices and in
every browser. Furthermore, even though a respondent believes he
71%

98%

uses an ad blocker, it might not be active at all the time or it can be
inactive for several reasons.
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The actual ad blocking is significantly lower in Denmark
compared to the rest of the Nordics. While we have
detected between 17% and 19% of the sessions on
desktops blocking ads in Sweden, Norway and Finland,
only 12% of the sessions on desktops in Denmark have
been blocking ads. When comparing these numbers to
Q1 2016, we see that ad blocking on desktops is on the
decline in Denmark, while the opposite is true in the rest
of the Nordics, where ad blocking is increasing.
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Ad blocking across devices in the Nordics
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When looking at the use of ad blocking across different
device types it becomes clear that blocking of ads primarily takes place on desktops used for private matters.
A third use ad blocking on private desktops, while just a
quarter are blocking ads on desktops used for school or
work.
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While ad blocking is used to a greater extent on private
desktops compared to school or work desktops, the opposite is true for tablet and mobile. When looking at these
mobile devices we actually see that the use of ad blocking on school or work related devices exceeds the use of
ad blocking on private devices. Across the Nordics, 13%
are blocking ads on their private tablets, while18% are
blocking ads on their school or work tablets. On mobiles
used for private matters, 12% are blocking ads, while
14% are blocking ads on their school or work mobiles.

Ad blocking across devices in DK, SE, NO & FI
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Not surprisingly, the use of ad blocking on every device
type is higher in Sweden as the total use of ad blocking
in Sweden is significantly higher compared to the rest of
the Nordics. The biggest difference between Sweden and
the rest of the Nordics is seen in the use of ad blocking on
desktops used for private matters. In Denmark, 28% are
blocking ads on private desktops, while this is the case
for 29% in Finland and 31% in Norway. For comparison,
as many as 39% are blocking ads on their private desktops in Sweden.
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More surprisingly is it that the use of ad blocking on
school or work tablets exceeds the use of ad blocking on
school or work desktops in Finland - 20% are blocking
ads on tablets used for school or work, while 19% are
blocking ads on desktops used for school or work. Finland is the only Nordic country where this is the case.

Ad blocking across gender

Ad blocking across gender in the Nordics
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When looking at the use of ad blocking across gender,
wee that blocking ads is much more widespread among
the men than the women. As many as 43% of the male
part of the Nordic internet population claim that they are
blocking ads on one or more devices. On the other hand,
only 28% of female part of the Nordic internet population
inform that they use ad blocking on at least one device.
This is a difference of 15 pp, which indicates how the
men in the Nordics have embraced the opportunity to
block ads on websites to a much greater extent than the
women.
Furthermore, we see that far fewer men than women
inform that they don’t know if they are blocking ads. This
indicates how the men have a greater understanding of
what ad blocking is, which undoubtedly leads to wider
use of ad blocking among the men.
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The use of ad blocking is much more widespread among
the male part of the internet population in all Nordic countries. In Norway, we see a gap of 19 pp between the use
of ad blocking among men and women, while the gap is
18 pp in Denmark, 13 pp in Finland and 11 pp in Sweden.
While a more widespread use of ad blocking among the
men is a trend across all the Nordic countries, we do see
some big differences in the use of ad blocking among the
women in the different countries. The level of ad blocking
among the women in both Denmark, Norway and Finland
is very close to each other with 20%, 25% and 24%
blocking ads respectively. For comparison, as many as
37% of the Swedish women are blocking ads. This shows
that the use of ad blocking among the Swedish women
is as widespread as the use of ad blocking among the
Danish and Finnish men.

Ad blocking across age groups

Ad blocking across age groups in the Nordics
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Another striking dissimilarity between the age groups
is how many who does not know whether they use ad
blocking or not. Perhaps not surprisingly, it is the older
part of the internet population, who is most unsure about
whether they are blocking ads while only 7% of the
youngest age group don’t know if they use an ad blocker.
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When looking at the individual Nordic countries, we see
that Sweden is the only country where ad blocking is
widely used among the older part of the internet population.
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There are huge discrepancies in the use of ad blocking
across age groups in the Nordics. While more than half
of internet users between 15 and 25 years old use ad
blockers on one device or more, only one in five of those
older than 56 years of age are blocking ads.
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Whitelisted websites from ad blocking

Whitelisted websites from ad blocking in the Nordics
Despite a continued wide use of ad blocking among the
Nordic internet users, there are some good news to the
media industry.

Whitelisting
Most ad blockers allow the
user to whitelist
selected
websites where
the ad blocker
is not active and
the ads on the
websites are
thus not being
removed
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Don’t know

38% have whitelisted websites

More than a third of the ad blockers in the Nordics inform
that they have whitelisted websites. By whitelisting a
website, the user allows the website to show their ads
even though an ad blocker is installed.
Among the people who use an ad blocker, 38% have whitelisted one or more websites. Interestingly, it is the age
groups who tend to use ad blockers the most who also
tend to whitelist websites the most.
More than half of all ad blockers from 15-25 years of age
whitelist at least one website. The same number for those
56 years old or above is just 26%.
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When looking across the individual countries in the Nordics, we see that only a minority of the Finnish ad blockers whitelist websites, while almost half of the Swedish
and Norwegian ad blockers have whitelisted websites.
In Denmark, slightly fewer - 38% - have whitelisted one
or more websites in their ad blocker. This distribution
between the different countries in the Nordics reflects the
same outtake as described for the age groups; the higher
share of ad blockers, the higher share users whitelisting
websites.
Across age groups, all countries basically see the same
distribution in the number of people whitelisting websites - except Finland where the 15-25 years old whitelist
far less than in the other countries. Only 19% in this age
group in Finland are whitelisting websites compared to
55% in Norway, 57% in Denmark and 63% in Sweden.

Reasons to whitelist websites

Reasons to whitelist websites in the Nordics
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Looking at why people whitelist websites, we can focus
on three main reasons; 1) Because the content is blocked
when the ad blocker is activated, 2) Because the user
wants to support the website with ad revenue and 3)
Because the ads don’t disturb the user experience. Other
reasons have only been mentioned by 3% of the respondents. Blocked content is the most common reason
picked by 62% followed by a little more than a third mentioning that they want to support the website and 27%
who have whitelisted websites, where the content does
not disturb their user experience.
In Sweden and Norway more people mention user experience and support for the website as reasons for whitelisting, while Denmark and Finland have more people
saying that blocked content is the reason why they have
whitelisted websites.
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The ad blocking study has the aim of examining the
use of ad blocking as well as the use whitelisting
among the Nordic internet population.
We have detected the respondents actual use of ad
blocking by having placed an ad with a tracking pixel in our survey enabling us to measure the number
of times the ad has been blocked by an ad blocker.

